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1$\overline{\frac{SubjectIDMethod1esionIDRaterlRater2.\cdot.\cdot.\cdot.\cdot.\cdot.\cdot RaterK}{1Standard1+++}}$
lStandard $2$ $+$ $\cdots\cdots$ $+$
lStandard : $+$ $+$ $\cdots\cdots$ $+$
1 Standard $n_{1}$ $+$ $+$
lNew 1 $\cdots\cdots$ $+$
1 New $2$ $+$ $+$
$\cdots\cdots$ $+$
lNew : $+$ $\cdots\cdots$ $+$
lNew $n_{1}$ $+$ $+$ $\cdots\cdots$ $+$
2 Standard $1$ $+$ $+$ $\cdots\cdots$ $+$
2 Standard : $+$ $\cdots\cdots$ $+$
2Standard $n_{2}$ $+$ $+$ $\cdots\cdots$ $+$
2 New $1$ $+$ $+$ $\cdots\cdots$ $+$
2New : $+ \cdots\cdots +$
2New $n_{2}$ $+$ $+$ $\cdots\cdots$ $+$
: : : : : ;
$j$ Standard 1
$j$ Standard : $+$
$j$ Standard $n_{j}$
$j$ New 1 $+$
$j$ New :$\underline{j}$New $n_{j}$ $+$ $+$ $\cdots\cdots$
$\omega^{(1)}$ $\omega^{(2)}(\omega^{(1)}+\omega^{(2)}=1)$ $\pi_{Nj}^{(1)}(\pi_{Sj}^{(1)})$ $\pi_{Nj}^{(2)}(\pi_{Sj}^{(2)})$ $\pi_{Nj}(\pi_{Sj})$
$K=2$
$\pi_{Nj}=\frac{\pi_{Nj}^{(1)}+\pi_{Nj}^{(2)}}{2}=r_{11\cdot\cdot j}+\frac{r_{10\cdot\cdot j}+r_{01\cdot\cdot j}}{2}$
(3)




$\underline{(Raterl,}$Rater2) $(+,+)$ $(+,-)$ $(-,+)$ $($ -,- $)$ TotalNew $(+,+)$ $r_{1111j}$ $r_{1110j}$ $r_{1101j}$ $r_{1100j}$ $r_{11..j}$
Method $(y_{1111j})$ $(y_{1110j})$ $(y_{1101j})$ $(y_{1100J)}$ $(y_{11..j)}$
$(+, -) r_{1011j} r_{1010j} r_{1001j} r_{1000j} r_{10..j}$
$(y_{1011j}) (y_{1010j}) (y_{1001j}) (y_{1000j}) (y_{10..j})$
$(-, +) r_{0111j} r_{0110j} r_{0101j} r_{0100j} r_{01..j}$
$(y_{0111j}) (y_{0110j}) (y_{0101j}) (y_{0100j}) (y_{01..j})$
$(-, -) r_{0011j} r_{0010j} r_{0001j} r_{0000j} r_{00..j}$
$\underline{(y_{0011j})(y_{0010j})(y_{0001j})(y_{0000_{J}’})(y_{00j})}$




(3) (4) $4\cross 4$ $3\cross 3$ ( 3)
3 $p_{lmj}(x_{lmj})$ $i$ $l$
$m$ ( )
3 $j(j=1,2,\ldots, m)$ $3\cross 3$
Standard Method
Judgment of $(+, -)$ Total
(Rater 1, Rater 2) $(+, +)$ or $($ -, - $)$
$\frac{(-,+)}{New(+,+)p_{22j}p_{21j}p_{20j}p_{2.j}}$
Method $(x_{22j})$ $(x_{21j})$ $(x_{20j})$ $(x_{2.j})$
$(+, -)$ or $(-, +)$ $p_{12j}$ $p_{11j}$ $p_{10j}$ $p_{1.j}$
$(x_{12j}) (x_{11j}) (x_{10j}) (x_{1.j})$
$(-, -)$ $Po2j$ Polj Pooj Po. $J$
$\frac{(x_{02j})(x_{01j})(x_{00j})(x_{0.j})}{Tota11}$
$p_{2j} p_{1j} p_{0j}$
$(x_{2j}) (x_{1j}) (x_{0j}) (n_{j})$






























































$5\%$ $K$ 2 $3$ $m$ $25$ $50$ $100$ $nj$
$\leq 5$ $\leq 10$ $\leq 15$ $5$ $10$ 15
10, 000
$(q_{N3j,qN2j,q_{N1j},qS3j,q_{S2j}}, q_{S1j})$






4 2 $\leq 5$ $\leq 10$ $\leq 15$ 5%
Power $($% $)$
$\frac{n_{j}mq_{N1j}=q_{S1j}q_{N2j}=q_{S2j}Size(\%)q_{N2j}+0.1q_{N2j}+0.05}{\leq 51000.010.054.998.262.5}$
0.05 0.05 4.3 97.2 57.4
0.05 0.1 4.8 88.2 39.2
0.1 0.1 4.6 86.1 36.9
50 0.01 0.05 5.2 82.0 35.7
0.05 0.05 4.7 76.8 31.5
0.05 0.1 5.3 60.4 22.0
0.1 0.1 4.8 56.6 20.4
25 0.01 0.05 4.8 52.0 19.7
0.05 0.05 4.7 46.6 17.1
0.05 0.1 5.1 34.5 12.9
0.1 0.1 4.6 32.9 12.1
$\leq 10$ 100 0. $01$ 0. $05$ 5. $0$ 99. $8$ 79.9
0.05 0.05 4.8 99.6 75.1
0.05 0.1 4.8 97.0 54.8
0.1 0.1 4.7 95.7 50.9
50 0.01 0.05 4.8 93.9 51.4
0.05 0.05 5.2 91.4 45.0
0.05 0.1 4.9 78.0 31.4
0.1 0.1 4.8 74.7 28.8
25 0.01 0.05 4.7 70.2 29.6
0.05 0.05 4.9 64.8 26.0
0.05 0.1 5.0 49.5 18.1
0.1 0.1 4.8 46.4 16.8
$\leq 15$ 100 0. $01$ 0. $05$ 4. $9$ 100 88.7
0.05 0.05 5.0 99.9 84.9
0.05 0.1 5.0 99.1 65.9
0.1 0.1 4.8 98.8 61.8
50 0.01 0.05 4.9 97.8 61.5
0.05 0.05 5.2 96.4 56.5
0.05 0.1 4.9 87.4 39.1
0.1 0.1 4.7 84.9 36.6
25 0.01 0.05 4.6 80.3 36.8
0.05 0.05 4.6 76.9 32.9
0.05 0.1 4.8 60.2 22.7
0.1 0.1 5.0 57.1 20.6
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5 2 $5$ $10$ $15$ 5%
Power $($% $)$
$\frac{n_{j}mq_{N1j}=q_{S1j}q_{N2j}=q_{S2j}Size(\%)q_{N2j}+0.1q_{N2j}+0.05}{51000.010.055.099.981.7}$
0.05 0.05 5.2 99.8 77.2
0.05 0.1 5.2 97.7 56.9
0.1 0.1 4.8 96.9 53.6
50 0.01 0.05 5.1 95.1 52.2
0.05 0.05 5.1 93.0 48.1
0.05 0.1 5.0 80.0 32.9
0.1 0.1 5.0 77.4 29.6
25 0.01 0.05 5.0 72.1 29.8
0.05 0.05 4.9 67.5 26.8
0.05 0.1 5.0 50.6 18.6
0.1 0.1 5.2 47.9 17.4
10 100 0.01 0.05 4.8 100 98.3
0.05 0.05 4.9 100 97.2
0.05 0.1 5.1 100 86.3
0.1 0.1 4.9 100 82.2
50 0.01 0.05 4.7 100 81.4
0.05 0.05 4.7 99.8 77.0
0.05 0.1 4.7 98.1 57.2
0.1 0.1 5.1 97.0 54.0
25 0.01 0.05 5.0 95.3 51.4
0.05 0.05 4.7 93.1 47.0
0.05 0.1 4.8 79.9 32.4
0.1 0.1 4.8 77.2 30.7
15 100 0.01 0.05 4.7 100 99.9
0.05 0.05 5.1 100 99.8
0.05 0.1 4.9 100 96.3
0.1 0.1 5.0 100 94.8
50 0.01 0.05 5.0 100 94.0
0.05 0.05 4.9 100 91.3
0.05 0.1 4.8 99.8 74.3
0.1 0.1 4.5 99.8 70.6
25 0.01 0.05 4.8 99.3 69.7
0.05 0.05 4.8 98.8 63.8
0.05 0.1 4.6 92.9 45.0
0.1 0.1 4.5 91.2 41.5
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$\leq 5$ 100 0. $01$ 0. $01$ 0. $05$ 5. $1$ 97. $9$ 61.3
0.01 0.05 0.05 5.1 95.3 52.1
0.05 0.05 0.05 4.8 94.7 49.8
0.05 0.05 0.1 5.0 84.7 35.4
0.05 0.1 0.1 5.2 79.6 32.2
50 0.01 0.01 0.05 4.9 79.2 34.3
0.01 0.05 0.05 4.8 72.7 28.4
0.05 0.05 0.05 4.7 70.7 28.0
0.05 0. $05$ 0. $1$ 5. $4$ 55. $7$ 19.9
0.05 0.1 0.1 5.0 50.3 17.7
25 0.01 0.01 0.05 5.0 50.2 19.1
0.01 0.05 0.05 4.9 43.4 15.9
0.05 0.05 0.05 4.5 42.5 16.4
0.05 0.05 0.1 5.3 31.3 13.0
0.05 0.1 0.1 4.8 29.2 11.7
$\leq 10$ 100 0. $01$ 0. $01$ 0. $05$ 4. $6$ 99. $9$ 77.8
0.01 0.05 0.05 4.9 99.4 68.8
0.05 0.05 0.05 5.0 99.4 66.9
0.05 0.05 0.1 5.2 95.8 51.5
0.05 0.1 0.1 5.2 93.0 44.9
50 0.01 0.01 0.05 4.8 93.2 48.3
0.01 0.05 0.05 5.0 88.4 41.6
0.05 0.05 0.05 4.8 87.2 39.5
0. $05$ 0. $05$ 0. $1$ 4. $9$ 74. $7$ 29.7
0.05 0.1 0.1 5.0 68.0 25.6
25 0.01 0.01 0.05 4.3 69.2 26.8
0.01 0.05 0.05 4.6 60.7 23.4
0.05 0.05 0.05 5.0 59.7 22.6
0.05 0.05 0.1 5.1 45.5 17.3
0.05 0.1 0.1 5.1 41.1 14.8
$\leq 15$ 100 0. $01$ 0. $01$ 0. $05$ 4. $4$ 100 87.9
0.01 0.05 0.05 4.7 99.8 79.8
0.05 0.05 0.05 4.9 99.9 78.1
0.05 0.05 0.1 5.0 98.6 61.5
0.05 0.1 0.1 5.2 97.7 55.6
50 0.01 0.01 0.05 4.5 97.4 61.0
0.01 0.05 0.05 5.0 94.7 51.0
0.05 0.05 0.05 4.7 93.8 49.1
0.05 0.05 0.1 4.8 84.1 36.2
0.05 0.1 0.1 5.2 79.7 31.6
25 0.01 0.01 0.05 4.6 80.1 35.0
0-.01- $–.–005$ $0^{-}\overline{.0}5$ $-4.9$ $-72^{-}8$ $29^{-}.4$
0.05 0.05 0.05 4.3 70.7 28.5
0.05 0.05 0.1 4.9 55.6 20.1
0. $05$ 0. $1$ 0. $1$ 4. $6$ 51. $1$ 18.8
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7 3 $5$ $10$ $15$ 5%
Power $($% $)$
$\frac{n_{j}mq_{N1j}=q_{S1j}q_{N2j}=q_{S2j}q_{N3j}=q_{S3j}Size(\%)q_{N3j}+0.1q_{N3j}+0.05}{51000.010.010.055.199.980.1}$
0.01 0.05 0.05 4.8 99.7 72.7
0.05 0.05 0.05 5.2 99.5 70.3
0.05 0.05 0.1 4.5 96.9 52.7
0.05 0.1 0.1 5.0 94.6 48.6
50 0.01 0.01 0.05 4.8 94.5 51.4
0.01 0.05 0.05 4.6 90.7 43.5
0.05 0.05 0.05 5.0 89.1 42.3
0.05 0.05 0.1 4.9 77.3 30.4
0.05 0.1 0.1 5.0 70.6 27.6
25 0.01 0.01 0.05 4.6 71.0 28.6
0.01 0.05 0.05 5.1 62.8 23.8
0.05 0.05 0.05 4.8 61.7 23.3
0.05 0.05 0.1 4.7 47.3 17.4
0.05 0.1 0.1 4.8 42.8 15.6
10 100 0.01 0.01 0.05 4.8 100 97.9
0.01 0.05 0.05 4.8 100 95.3
0.05 0.05 0.05 4.8 100 94.3
0.05 0.05 0.1 4.6 100 81.9
0.05 0.1 0.1 4.9 99.9 75.9
50 0.01 0.01 0.05 4.6 100 80.7
0.01 0.05 0.05 4.7 99.7 72.2
0.05 0.05 0.05 4.6 99.7 70.5
0.05 0.05 0.1 4.6 96.9 53.5
0.05 0.1 0.1 4.9 94.8 47.1
25 0.01 0.01 0.05 4.6 94.6 50.9
0.01 0.05 0.05 4.6 90.0 42.4
0.05 0.05 0.05 4.9 89.5 42.0
0.05 0.05 0.1 5.1 75.8 29.7
0.05 0.1 0.1 4.7 71.6 26.7
15 100 0.01 0.01 0.05 4.7 100 99.9
0.01 0.05 0.05 4.7 100 99.3
0.05 0.05 0.05 4.8 100 99.1
0.05 0.05 0.1 4.7 100 94.3
0.05 0.1 0.1 4.6 100 90.9
50 0.01 0.01 0.05 4.8 100 93.8
0.01 0.05 0.05 4.7 100 87.6
0.05 0.05 0.05 4.7 100 86.3
0.05 0.05 0.1 4.7 99.8 69.8
0.05 0.1 0.1 4.7 99.3 64.4
25 0.01 0.01 0.05 4.7 99.3 68.0
0.01 0.05 0.05 4.5 98.1 59.4
0.05 0.05 0.05 4.5 97.7 56.9
0.05 0.05 0.1 4.5 91.5 41.8
0.05 0.1 0.1 4.5 87.5 37.7
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